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The song that I chose to analyze is Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen Spirit”. This is a staple Nirvana 

song, one that any fan would immediately recognize. The song kicks off with Kurt Cobain on 

guitar, followed by Dave Grohl on drums, Krist Novoselic on bass guitar, and eventually, Kurt 

Cobain on vocals about 35 seconds into the song. After the second chorus we get a unique guitar 

solo that sounds distant, almost like there is a heavy EQ and compression use to achieve this 

effect. There is a slight amount of reverb present as well. The sound of the guitar build-up that 

can be heard in the pre-chorus is due to a Small Clone pedal. It is said that Kurt used a 

Mesa/Boogie Studio amp with Japanese Stratocaster Fender guitars to record this. They also used 

a Japanese Zen-On bass guitar, and a Gretsch drum kit. (Dvyce, 2003). 

 

As someone who is familiar with Nirvana and grew up listening to them, I think it is fair to say 

that the instrumentation throughout this piece definitely displays that classic Nirvana grunge 

sound. The first 35 seconds of the song are just instrumentation, with no vocals, and it has a very 

distinct rock and grunge sound between the drums, electric guitar, and bass. When the first verse 

kicks in, the guitar riffs are simple and mellow, giving the song a more calming and chill vibe 

until the pre-chorus of “Hello, hello, hello, how low” kicks in, giving the electric guitar more 

oomph. The chorus follows the instrumentation used in the introduction of the song, giving you 

that edgy and headbanging beat. The song closes out with the repetition of “a denial, a denial” 

being sung in a cutting edge and harsh tone by Cobain. The music continues to be fast and 

upbeat, until the final guitar riff is played. The last note lingers until it fades slowly into the 

background and the song comes to a close.  

 



The instrumentation used in this song is definitely typical for the rock and grunge genre. When 

you do a quick Google search for “Grunge music in the 90’s”, the first result that comes up is 

this song. “Smells Like Teen Spirit” stole the number one spot in the charts for ages, proving that 

grunge music in the 90’s was soaring and alive. They can thank themselves and producer Butch 

Vig for hitting it big with this one. (The 90’s 411, 2016). 

 

Nirvana is still a popular band in today’s society, their unique music made grunge history and 

their music can still be heard on the radio or out in public places of business. I think that this 

song continues to resonate with audiences today because it is something that adults in today’s 

society grew up on and continue to listen to because it is their roots. The song is super catchy and 

upbeat, and if you’re a fan of rock and grunge music, you’re bound to like and appreciate the 

song. Nirvana came around in the 80’s, back when hair band metal and rock was more popular. 

Nirvana’s interesting grunge sound introduced a grunge rock scene shortly after, which 

influenced new genres of music in the rock scene. Nowadays, we are creating more and more 

sub-genres every day and pushing music to new heights by adding unique elements to it. Nirvana 

is definitely a big influencer for this for many. “Smells Like Teen Spirit” is a very catchy song 

that has memorable guitar riffs and drum parts that resonate and with the audience because they 

are repeated so much throughout the song (but in a good way). This song, and the entire 

‘Nevermind’ album was what really got Nirvana’s career up and running. Nirvana impacted rock 

music and showed the music industry that you can create unique music that is not necessarily the 

current norm or latest fad and still be successful.  
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